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 Launch a full-featured video creation and sharing platform Capture and share videos in every device and format. With Backstage, you can easily collaborate in real-time with friends and coworkers, stream your creative process, and capture your home movies. The creativity of the people you know, the ideas you share, and the things you create matter. We’ve created Backstage to help you share and
organize all the videos you capture and create. Our platform is all about creativity and fun, but we won’t stop there. We want to be your video creation and sharing platform of choice, so we’ve made a ton of features that are designed to improve your overall experience. We’ve also built Backstage to be integrated with your favorite apps. See the one-click integrations we have available now. Backstage

puts your creativity first. 1 The Next Generation of Video Creation and Sharing Backstage is designed to help you capture the best videos of your life. From photo slideshows to videos, video edits to film, whatever you create on your phone or tablet, Backstage automatically transforms it into a true video. Backstage has the same creative tools for video creation as for photos, but with one big
difference: you can share it. Backstage for iOS 1.0 Get Started Backstage is so easy to use, you won’t even realize you’re in the middle of a video shoot. And we’ve made the sharing experience even better with One-Click Movie Upload. Our goal is to make capturing your videos as simple as capturing your photos. You can create videos, edit them, add text or music, and share them with your friends

and family. The choice is up to you. Stay in Touch Backstage supports all video formats, and with iCloud you can back up and sync your videos across all your devices, even if you switch back and forth from iOS to Mac. Fully Automated Backstage is fully automated. We’ve made it so easy to start shooting a video or photo, you won’t even know what hit you. You can take up to 10 photos or 30
seconds of video each, and the results are almost always perfect. You can choose how long your video is, and Backstage will automatically trim it to the right length. 520fdb1ae7
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